Some Thoughts about Public Will.

This report examines how various groups are working to influence improved results for children and families through public will strategies, defining public will as the steps required to change the outcomes for children and families. There are seven chapters: (1) "Introduction"; (2) "A Conceptual Framework for Public Will Work" (what social marketing is and implications); (3) "Lessons from Campaigns Outside of the Children's Area" (common themes of the National Rifle Association, Christian Coalition, National Breast Cancer Coalition, and AIDS activists; implications; and consistencies and inconsistencies between child advocates' thinking and the common strategies of successful campaigns not in the children's arena); (4) "Landscape of the Public Will Work in the Children's Area: Foundations and Organizations" (foundations, organizations, conclusions based on interviews, identification of gaps in public will work, and identification of opportunities); (5) "Landscape: Messages" (values that underlie message development and race and racism as they apply to public will work); (6) "Summary of Findings and Implications"; and (7) "Potential Next Steps" (potential areas of foundation investment, including cross-foundation collaborations). An appendix contains a foundation/organization interview list. (Contains 69 bibliographic references.) (SM)
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Some Thoughts About Public Will (cont.)

I. INTRODUCTION

CAPD is pleased to share this report on how various groups are working to influence improved outcomes for children and families through public will strategies. The term "public will" does not have a common or precise meaning in general use in the children and family policy arena. For example, people in the field often use the terms public will, public engagement, social marketing and media advocacy interchangeably, though each describes a particular way of interacting with various constituencies to influence children's outcomes. Further, many in the field do not distinguish between: public will, as an expression of how the public feels and acts; and public will work, the strategies required to alter public feeling and action. This distinction matters especially to those who believe that the American public viewed broadly already has the public will to improve children's outcomes, so that public will work needs to focus not on changing public will, but on mobilizing it. These are not just semantic differences, but reflect the state of development of common ideas and a language to further this work.

Thus, a starting point for our work, and for this memorandum, is to define our terms. For the children's field, it is clear that current thinking about public will work includes at least efforts to educate, inform or influence the public (or particular segments of the public) about children and family issues, usually with the intent of having them support or oppose actions at a programmatic, system or policy level. This work requires attention to individual and collective values, attitudes and behaviors; it involves communication, organizing, advocacy, effective use of data and data-based arguments and other persuasive strategies and messages. Many foundations, policymakers and advocacy organizations in the children's area have implemented public will strategies that reflect this definition.

The field has also increasingly recognized that public will work involves engaging people through the variety of roles they play with regards to children and family outcomes. For example, advocates and foundations are attempting to engage parents as parents, but also as citizens who vote and as taxpayers with an interest in the allocation of resources. In thinking about the public to be engaged, we also include system-actors, legislators and others sometimes considered the "policy elite." In fact, one of the first things to be recognized in public will work is how many people, in how many different roles, influence outcomes for children and families.

For purposes of this report, public will work is defined as the steps required to change behaviors that influence the outcomes of children and families. This language is meant to focus public will work on the specific behaviors to be changed, which, depending on the outcome being sought, may include the individual behaviors of people in direct contact with children (parents, teachers, child care providers, etc.), the voting behavior of citizens of a particular community, the voting behavior of legislators, the organizing behavior of child advocates, the regulatory behavior of government agencies, etc.

Efforts aimed at the broad public (media campaigns, for example) may be part of this mix, to the extent that broad public support is needed to set the stage for, create, sustain and/or expand the particular changes being sought. However, the same concepts and techniques that apply to changing behavior of individuals through broad public efforts are also relevant to changing the behaviors of system actors with respect to their institutions, and changing the behaviors of community actors with respect to their colleagues and neighbors.
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This way of thinking about public will work — as work to change specific behaviors required to change outcomes — underlies the current multi-pronged health, teen pregnancy and violence prevention strategies of the Kaiser and California Wellness Foundations, a number of effective public will efforts outside the children's area, and the different but related concepts of media advocacy (as applied by the Benton Foundation, for example) and social marketing (as applied by Bill Novak, Allen Andreasen and Martin and Glantz, for example). We have used this definition in looking at what the children's field is doing in the public will area, and also as an analytic framework that helps to identify gaps or opportunities in the field. The following section talks more about this as a conceptual framework and its implications for steps that foundations and their grantees can take to improve outcomes for children and families.

A review of current thinking and potential next steps in public will work is particularly timely for the children's policy field as more programs, communities, states, foundations, advocates and others struggle to change outcomes for children and families at a neighborhood, community or state level. As a field, we have learned something about how best to support parents to provide for the healthy development of their children; and we have begun to understand and effect the kinds of community-level opportunities, services, institutions and systems that many believe can promote child and family well-being. We still have much to be learned in this area. However, even what we already know is not well reflected in what we, individually or collectively, do for children.

Our review suggests there are many reasons, including at least:

- Lack of consensus about the kinds of individual and collective actions needed to improve outcomes for children. Lack of consensus reflects substantive, political, ideological, racial and other differences often related to values people hold;
- Insufficient development or implementation of organizing structures and networks, strategies, messages and other tools to influence how people behave as a broad public;
- A growing belief that we have done insufficient work to understand or have been unwilling to recognize the behaviors that would need to be changed to improve children and family outcomes; and
- Until now, a dearth of comprehensive, sustained and coordinated public will work among those who share a similar agenda for children and family outcomes. A reasonable standard of comparison might be work of the magnitude and at the level of sophistication and effectiveness of the work of, for example, the Christian Coalition or the National Rifle Association in pursuit of their goals.

Many children's advocates, foundations, program implementers, reformers and policy analysts are thinking about communication, media advocacy, social marketing and public will strategies as a necessary component of efforts designed to improve children and family outcomes, and/or as worthwhile investments in and of themselves. New ideas and planned work provide opportunities both for knowledge development and collaboration. Further, if we think about all of the currently separate public will efforts as a collective whole, it is possible to identify messages and strategies that can be reinforced and gaps that might be filled with new ideas and new investments.

The remainder of the progress report explores more fully these themes raised in this introduction. It is based on:

- A review of the literature and ideas being shared among those thinking about public work as it applies to the children's area:
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- Interviews with 26 individuals, representing 14 foundations and 6 organizations, who are contemplating or have done public will work to improve outcomes for children and families. These interviews include individuals with different ideological perspectives;
- A review of the public will related products of 10 organizations or initiatives;
- A review of four selected effective public will campaigns outside the children's arena. This review was based on interviews and written materials; and
- A very selective review of literature related to social marketing, media advocacy, public service announcements and other specific techniques for influencing or changing public and individual behavior.

A bibliography and lists of foundations, organizations and individuals interviewed are included in an appendix.

It is important to note that this paper is a progress report, and not the final result, of work that could be done to inform foundations, advocates and practitioners fully about concepts, gaps and opportunities for investment in public will work over the next five years. For example, in the course of doing this scan and analysis, we have identified a number of primary sources for survey, polling and focus group data that have never been examined together for their contribution to development of public will messages.

In addition, the field continues to argue out their differences and pool their learnings; so far as we can determine, there have been only a few opportunities for people thinking about public will across different outcomes (e.g., health or education), within key areas (school readiness) or from different technical perspectives (e.g., public relations, media advocacy, social marketing and civic engagement) to share their experiences and thoughts. Given the current interest in public will and rapidly emerging ideas and new work, the ideas and recommendations below are very much works in progress.

The remainder of this report is organized into the following sections:

- Section II: More thoughts about a conceptual framework for public will and public will work
- Section III: Lessons learned from effective public will work outside the children and family area
- Section IV: The current landscape of public will work in the children and family area — foundations and organizations
- Section V: The current landscape of public will work in the children and family area — messages
- Section VI: Summary of findings and implications
- Section VII: Gaps, opportunities and potential next steps

II. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR PUBLIC WILL WORK

This section of the progress report fleshes out in more detail some of the current thinking about how to approach public will work. As noted in the introduction, we found more consensus in practice than in language about public will work among foundation officials, advocates and advertising, public relations and media relations professionals. Practical experience has contributed to development of tools, strategies and messages that are part of people's "bag of tricks" in the field. But there are also a few conceptual frameworks that could help tie those tips and tools to a better articulated, and perhaps better tested, theory about how to promote change in behavior that leads to improved outcomes for children and families.

The framework we are describing is theoretical and based on a particular bias — it asserts that the goal of public will work is to change the behaviors that
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create improved outcomes for children and it argues for a framework consistent with what we know about how to change behaviors. It asserts that social change comes from aggregated individual change within a social environment, and that social and individual conditions are completely interrelated. Advertising theory, organizational change theory, media advocacy theory and social marketing theory all contribute to an understanding of how to bring about change.

At the same time, these theories are based on fairly linear thinking about cause and effect, and they do not carefully separate individual consciousness and action from social consciousness and action. These aren't just academic distinctions, because, in fact, the ability to do effective public will work depends entirely on how well one understands what it takes to create change. The more accurately the field understands how the world works, the better job we will do in our public will work.

One framework we have found particularly useful is social marketing broadly defined, described more fully below. Several foundations, including California Wellness, Kellogg and Robert Wood Johnson, are using this term and its component principles and strategies to frame their work. As a concept and set of principles and strategies, it has many similarities to what the field has called "an outcomes orientation" or using an "eyes on the prize strategy," both of which also emphasize the need to create strategies that are most likely to create the changes in behaviors that would lead to the desired outcomes. Media advocacy contributes to better public will work by focusing on very specific framing and other techniques for media to promote a children's agenda. So far as we can determine, there is nothing inconsistent about these approaches.

Social marketing, because it draws from both social policy work and marketing and marketing research, contributes at least three important ideas:

- That the consumer (and not the policymaker) makes the ultimate decision about whether or not policies for children will be adopted, on the ground, where children's lives are affected;
- That our end goal is to create action, not just to inform or educate; and
- That there are lots of intervening decisions, behaviors and conditions that need to be lined up correctly for consumer decisions to be favorable to the policy we are trying to implement.

We are not arguing that the framework of social marketing is the only, or even the best, way to think about doing more effective public will work, just that we find it very useful and want to share it with people for whom the ideas may be new and helpful. There are highly experienced people in the field who find social marketing ideas more useful for thinking about individual action, and less relevant for collective change. Because we are taking the position that collective action is based on aggregated individual actions of parents, system actors, legislators and the like, that distinction is less important to us.

Further, we recognize that the idea of social marketing — with its connotation of manipulating the public in directions it doesn't want to go or to buy products of no use from a social policy perspective — feels unethical or uncomfortable to some in the field. However, as noted above, we find the principles sound and helpful. As an ethical issue, we particularly like the emphasis on viewing policies from the consumer's perspective, and the implicit warning to be sure that proposed policies are palatable as well as potentially useful.

1 By contrast to chaos theory, for example.
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What is Social Marketing?2

Social marketing is a term that people use to describe the application of commercial marketing techniques to changing behavior with regard to social issues. The product being marketed is a behavior change — regular use of contraceptives; use of feeding methods to control infant diarrhea; enrollment of children in good quality child care; passage of legislation that requires funds saved through refinancing to be reinvested in particular programs or geographic areas; passage of a referendum to reform schools, etc. The specific analyses and strategies called for by social marketing do a particularly good job of clarifying what it takes to create effective public will strategies.

Social marketing:

- Lays out a conceptual framework about how to change behavior based on the different stages that people move through before they act;
- Shares some of the conceptual underpinnings, and has many of the same implications, as working from a strengths-based rather than deficit-based approach to family or community strengthening. Social marketing and strengths-based practice assume that consumers (clients): are decision makers and expert on their own behavior; prefer to behave in their own best interests; are not monolithic, but must be approached in ways that take into account current circumstances, life experiences, cultural norms and community norms. The approaches are quite consistent, therefore, in calling for certain kinds of system reform and supports, activities and opportunities.
- Because of these underpinnings, using social marketing encourages policymakers and program implementers to take a critical look at the behavior being promoted. It forces us to consider whether the policy we want makes sense to the consumer — if we can’t sell it, is it the consumer or the behavior (or both) that needs to change?
- In addition, the questions social marketing calls are helpful in forcing that kind of critical look. For example, to do good social marketing, one needs to understand: Does the consumer want what we are promoting? Would it be easier and more effective to alter what we are promoting before trying to market the behavior? What is the impact of community norms on individual action and when and how must we attempt to change community norms to change individual behaviors? What is the competition for our behavior — doing nothing; a different set of behaviors? — and how must the competition be addressed for different segments of the market at different stages of willingness or ability to practice the desired behaviors? Are the benefits of changing tangible in a timely manner for the intended target market?

There are at least two good examples of social marketing related to children’s issues in the United States: the development and use of child care during World War II to allow women to work; and the immunization of children with the newly developed oral polio vaccine in the 1950s. Both efforts included tailoring of products to satisfy consumer need; both took specific steps to counter consumer objectives and change prevailing norms; both had substantial system back-up. Both efforts were mostly successful in meeting their limited objectives.

Since then, to the best of our knowledge, we have not implemented in the United States similarly complete or successful social marketing strategies to improve child outcomes. One substantial barrier is a lack of consensus about the outcomes to be achieved, and the behaviors necessary to achieve them. This becomes clear when communities try to define and improve school readiness. Even among child advocates there are areas of disagreement. For example, do we as a field value universal home visiting or not? Out of home pre-school experiences for all children?

2 This subsection of the report draws substantially from an earlier memo we prepared for the Annie E. Casey Foundation (November 1996).
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Different cultural norms about discipline? Whether or not children of teens can be raised adequately by young parents?

The Benton Foundation and others have tried to create coalitions that could agree on a joint agenda. To implement an effective change strategy, social marketers would likely argue that the field needs to agree on a few carefully stated behavioral changes at either the individual or collective level (on the order of a Contract with America, NRA or Christian Coalition platform) to focus our work. Our take is that we also need to establish some common understanding (or know where we disagree) on the behaviors of systems, professionals, regulators, legislators and citizens that need to change for these agreed upon behaviors to occur.

Andreasen notes three major obstacles to broader use of social marketing: an under-appreciation of what it can accomplish; the fact that people think they are doing it when they are not; and prior to publication of this book, lack of an agreed upon set of "conceptual underpinnings" (preface, xi - xii). Using these conceptual underpinnings to frame analyses and action could be very useful to the field. To take the most basic example, social marketing reminds us that (Andreasen, page 5)

- The final objective is to influence the behavior of a target market, and the behaviors of others that influence the behavior of a target market;
- Target behaviors compete with comfortable alternatives;
- Community pressures can make it difficult to bring about change even if the target market finds it attractive; and
- Critical supporting agencies (...systems) must help out if the behavior change program is to be successful.

Our take on the most basic implications of these points for our work includes: we need to continue to develop outcome-oriented public will efforts; we need to understand fully the appeal of current behaviors and the incentives and sanctions that will make the behaviors we are promoting palatable; we need to focus both on changing individual behaviors and collective attitudes, where there are barriers to change and/or we need to re-examine policies to see where they conflict with values and cultural norms; and good public will efforts require system change and vice versa.

We find social marketing such a potentially useful tool because it lays out how to do these things very clearly and with a great deal of sophistication about methods, and because, as noted above, in the course of doing social marketing one is forced to think through all of the behavior changes (individual and collective) that create improved outcomes.

Implications

In CAPD's opinion, this framework is useful at both a micro and macro level. For instance, next steps for the field might include, but are certainly not limited to, a major national campaign or coordinated public will strategy to create a children's movement — though that is one approach that people in the foundation community and elsewhere are beginning to talk about. The social marketing approach provides a very precise framework for such an effort.

However, we also suggest that the framework is useful more broadly:

- As an analytic tool to assess the practicality and palatability of social policies that the field proposes. Does anyone want them? Can they be implemented given current social norms and conditions? Is it possible to change social norms and conditions to make policies palatable and implementable, and/or do we need to do a better job linking policies with prevailing social norms and values of targeted audiences?
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- As a tool to develop specific public will strategies to support individual programs, local initiatives, place-based strategies, etc. Here, the framework-laid against a careful analysis of people's sense of what it will take to improve the outcome of interest (their theory of change) allows people to:
  - identify the specific behaviors to be changed
  - identify the audiences who need to be reached to change those behaviors
  - identify the ways in which those audiences can be reached and influenced
  - target strategies as well as public will work to reach and influence those audiences and to make the necessary individual, program, institutional and system changes

We have begun using this framework as part of our work with the William Caspar Graustein Memorial Fund Children's First Initiative, an effort to improve school readiness in eight communities in Connecticut. Using a social marketing/public will framework, communities are getting better at articulating what it will take to improve school readiness, parental engagement and school performance outcomes and to begin to analyze how to effect key audiences.

Interestingly, in some communities, this has allowed collaborative groups running the initiative to resist pressure to implement broad public awareness campaigns. They have been able to say they aren't ready to take on the broad public, because they don't know yet what they must ask them to do — what behavior they want them to change or influence.

- As a template in which to fit former, current and planned public will efforts in a given locality, against a given outcome (school readiness, adolescent health and safety, family support, community development), or at a more generic level (Stand for Children, Who's Side Are You On) in order to see how far along the field is toward a comprehensive public will strategy of enough power to alter national policy, or to bring certain effective programs (Head Start, universal health care) to scale at a state or national level.

This is essentially how we have used the framework in this report, as a template against which to look at gaps and opportunities in the field in order to identify areas of potential knowledge development and investment.

The remainder of this report fleshes out what we have learned to date about the state of the art in some specific parts of public will work. Our review focuses on several relatively narrow areas — common elements of effective public will campaigns outside the children and family policy area, public will work, identified as such, being sponsored by foundations and some key organizations, and message development. These are relatively understudied areas in the children and policy field, we believe, and many people in the field have expressed an interest in knowing more about current thinking and practice in these areas.

Given the conceptual framework just laid out for thinking about public will work, we urge the field to give more serious consideration to reviewing what we know and don't know about effective behaviors that improve outcomes for children and families. We need to be intellectually rigorous on two fronts — first, we have seldom looked at these behaviors from the perspective of competing values and choices, cultural norms and palatability. As described above, this limits our ability to use some of the most potentially effective public will techniques.

Second, as someone once said, "the problem isn't what we don't know, it's what we know that ain't necessarily so." Failure to challenge ourselves on that point limits us even more.
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III. LESSONS FROM CAMPAIGNS OUTSIDE OF THE CHILDREN'S AREA

There are a number of lessons about how to engage the public and alter specific behaviors in support of specific outcomes that can be gleaned from experiences outside the children's area. This section of the progress report reviews common themes among public will campaigns of the National Rifle Association (NRA), the Christian Coalition (CC), the National Breast Cancer Coalition (NBCC), and AIDS activism. We chose these social movements to meet the following criteria:

- Their public will work stimulated or created an observable change in individual or collective behavior as evidenced by new or greatly expanded public investments, change in national and/or local policy and improved public awareness;
- Their public will work changed the behavior not just of highly committed audiences, but also those previously on the fence about the issue; and
- They represent different ideological perspectives, thus, common elements work regardless of the specific issue or its potential audience.

Simultaneous with our work, some other researchers and scholars (Sonenshein, Skocpol and Deardourff) have reviewed historical experiences and drawn lessons about common themes of effective public will efforts. We have referenced their findings where appropriate.¹

Common Themes of the NRA, NBCC, CC and AIDS Activists

Seek outcomes which are clear, concrete and specifically focused. Identify the behaviors needed to achieve those outcomes, and remain very focused on changing those behaviors.

Each of these movements has chosen to focus on a specific set of outcomes, and is very disciplined about not becoming distracted from that goal. For example,

- The NBCC's goal is to keep scientists focused on preventing or curing breast cancer, in part by increasing federal spending on basic breast cancer research. Even though they are under considerable pressure to do so, the NBCC does not become involved in advocating for mammography, which they believe distracts public attention from preventing or curing breast cancer; and
- The CC has identified intact marriages, school prayer, two parent families, elimination of abortion rights as outcomes they want to achieve.

This theme very much relates to what Sonenshein has identified as a part of all American social movements — a movement has to be about something the public thinks is of the utmost importance. For example if a movement attempts to get people to invest in children, society probably won't listen because they don't see children, per se, as an issue. However, if a children's movement focuses instead on economic security issues for parents, people will act on behalf of children because the loss or lack of income is of pressing concern. In other words, by defining the problem in terms of self-interest, the problem becomes of the utmost importance.

¹ Raphael Sonenshein, Theda Skocpol and John Deardourff have conducted and published studies concerning American social movements, applying historical lessons learned from American social movements to a children's movement, and affecting legislatures and legislative decision making, respectively. Their work was published in the Wingspread Conference Summary and Highlights publication.
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Divide outcomes into concrete, winnable goals. Celebrate interim successes.

Long-term goals need to be divided into smaller, winnable components. This allows the celebration of success, which is critical if a movement is to be sustained until long-term goals have been met. Often, celebrating success takes the form of reporting progress on goals and recognizing individual efforts that went into their completion. The following examples highlight the ways in which successful movements outside the children’s area celebrate success.

- The Christian Coalition targets particular elected officials for re-election or defeat, and reports its progress after each election. Additionally, it promotes individuals and/or supports them if they seek political office when they work hard toward meeting specific movement objectives; and

- The NBCC establishes research protocols that it would like to see adopted, and lets everyone know when these are adopted in a particular study.

In many ways this strategy is in synch with what researchers and scholars studying American social movements have found — the need to celebrate public policy changes is very important to keep people motivated enough to work on long-term goals. Toward this end, social movements spend some effort publicizing the accomplishment of legislative milestones (e.g., Social Security Act, Family Leave Act, etc.). Another way in which successful American social movements celebrate success is to have the chief promoter(s) of the cause (i.e., the leader(s) of the movement) offer congratulations and recognition to individuals for outstanding efforts. This lends credibility to the celebration of success.

Have one unifying message which can be tailored to speak to different target audiences.

The strategy for developing a unifying message which is tailored to different target audiences is two fold. A movement needs to develop a specific message which speaks to the “core” constituency (i.e., the folks who naturally align themselves with the philosophy of the movement); and develop a broad message that speaks to “fence sitters” (i.e., those who have entertained the philosophical thinking of the movement, but haven’t committed to its principles). There are many examples of this common theme:

- The CC has developed messages that are aimed at the broader public (i.e. fence sitters) in which religious values are usually couched in secular terms.

- The NRA’s broad message is that if we don’t fight for all weapons, we’ll lose all weapons, which is an infringement of our second amendment rights. The core constituent message is that every person in the US should own, know how to use, and carry a gun.

- The broad message of the NBCC is that there is no cure or understanding of the causes of breast cancer; one in eight American women will get it and more funds must be devoted to finding treatments and cures. The constituency message is that breast cancer is a feminist issue and that the reason we are no more near a cure than 30 years ago is that the medical research establishment is male dominated.

Many researchers and scholars in the child advocacy field are beginning to draw similar conclusions about the need for a unifying message. For example, Deardourff concluded that legislators don’t sense a unified message from the child advocacy community. With respect to crafting a unifying message, Sonenshein found in his study of American social movements that people connect with campaigns that tap into their self-perceptions as Americans through values like fairness, individual responsibility and community. In other words, every policy that doesn’t pass the “moral filter” will fail no matter how practical and no matter how many dollars are saved at the back end compared to the front-end investments.
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**Sell a product or service that is highly relevant to the targeted audience.**

According to the experience of the NRA, Christian Coalition and AIDS activists, this strategy serves multiple purposes. It generates revenue, provides access to the target audience (who identify themselves by purchasing the product or service, a very cost-effective way of reaching an audience), increases the number of people that can be counted as members or believers, and shows constituents that the organization can deliver something of value. For example:

- The NRA (through contracts with the Defense Department) is able to offer discounted gun prices; it engages youth through shooting camps and competitions. To get the discount or participate, one has to join the NRA. One result, for example, is that this strategy has allowed the NRA to claim that it has a growing number of youth who support its cause.

- Some AIDS organizations offer access to and discounts on drugs.

- The CC owns radio and television stations that offer programming which solicits funds in return for spiritual guidance and healing (e.g., the 700 club).

One of the important goals of implementing this strategy is to increase membership in the movement (this usually means becoming a member of the movement's lead organization). This tactic implies that providing a product improves the likelihood of bringing on board fence sitters because their consumer interest can then be followed up with a sales pitch for the movement's message and its inherent behavioral change.

**Emphasize local organizing at least as much, and often more than state or national organizing.**

Each of the effective public will efforts examined here believes that the key to its success has been its aggressive, labor-intensive, expensive and never-ending focus on grassroots organizing. Of particular relevance to the children and family arena, the Christian Coalition and the National Breast Cancer Coalition found it necessary to and have developed strategies specifically aimed at helping women (often parents with many other responsibilities) become highly sophisticated and effective workers in their organizations and vocal public spokespersons. Legislators are particularly responsive to well-organized grassroots efforts that include their constituencies.

Strategies have included providing materials aimed at women and their interests and concerns about “speaking up,” providing training on the issues, and on organizing and advocacy skills; making it possible for women to travel to Washington and their state capitals to meet directly with legislators; and creating strong personal relationships that provide peer support and practical help for women to fit in these responsibilities in their daily lives (this was crucial for breast cancer survivors to participate, as it would be to allow parents of young children to be active supporters).

Organizing locally includes trying to get core members of the movement to be elected to school boards, county commissions, city councils, etc. Essentially, focusing locally allows a movement to develop highly effective lobbying networks, which in turn can affect policy-making decisions at the local, state and national levels of government. Examples of non-children’s campaigns using this strategy are as follows:

- The CC, NBCC, NRA, and AIDS activists all invest time, money and other resources in tending, informing, placating and strengthening local networks, and where relevant, influencing local policymaking bodies.

- The CC has: organized neighborhoods; worked closely with local churches to raise political awareness; sponsored training workshops; identified friendly voters; disseminated voter education materials; identified potential school board candidates and supported others; helped effective school board members run for higher office; organized religious study groups for youth during school time and used existing laws to have students released from school to attend; and, used their supporters on school boards to ban books they find inappropriate or offensive.
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- The NBCC has created rigorous science training programs to bring women up to an adequate level of expertise to participate more effectively as "consumer advocates" on panels that oversee clinical trials. Training is open only to members of NBCC's grassroots network both as a service and a reward for effective local work.

Researchers and scholars reviewing prior social change experiences point out that the power of organizing locally is well established when one examines successful American social movements. They confirm that the following strategies must also be in place in order to support and further develop grassroots organizations:

- Effective movements typically take the time to celebrate successful public policy advocacy efforts; celebrating legislative milestones is an excellent way to further fuel the movement, especially at the local level; and

- Local elites must be included in local organizing. Grassroots organizations are more likely to be heard if legislators believe there is strong local leadership backing their efforts and their future re-election.

Allow both confrontational and mainstream advocates to coexist

More "radical" or "fringe" groups within a movement can be used strategically to place a problem within the public debate. In effect, having both confrontational and mainstream advocates allows decision makers (at the policy making level) to view mainstream options as palatable when weighed against the cost of the "radical" ideal. For example the AIDS movement uses ACT-UP to bring attention to their causes, but they use other, less vocal groups to negotiate with government and the research community. These mainstream groups, and their messages, are better received in part because they are perceived as less radical than ACT-UP.

Other successful American social movements allude to an additional purpose for incorporating and acknowledging the radical group within a movement — they often serve as the engine for the movement because of their obsession for remedying the problem. In fact, it is often this group that initiated organizing around a particular problem, and leaving them out of the picture would neglect the foundation from which many movements began. Mother's Against Drunk Driving is a good example of a radical group which in many ways served as the catalyst for a social movement — the anti-drinking and driving campaign. Additionally, it is this group of mothers who provide much of the movement's staying power. Thus, it is fair to say that it is important for groups to include within their umbrella those with passion for the work — even when that passion challenges the patience needed to work within existing systems.

In general, the study of successful American social movements also indicates that with respect to creating political action, having both a confrontational and mainstream group allows fence-sitting constituents to see the mainstream group's ideas as palatable when contrasted against the fringe group. This helps to make a social movement successful because without the fringe group, fence sitters might see the mainstream group as too radical.

Identify a specific "enemy" around which supporters and the "swing vote" can coalesce.

Identifying an enemy can serve as a rallying cry for a movement. Additionally, if an enemy is identified which can be perceived as a threat to fence-sitters (i.e., the swing vote), then they are more likely to become core members. Examples of non-children's campaigns' attempts to identify specific enemies to rally against include:

- The NRA has identified as the enemy anybody (especially within the government) who wants to take away any weapons from the American people, thus abridging their second amendment rights and leading to the loss of other rights to privacy and individuality;
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- NBCC and AIDS activists share very similar enemies: the traditional medical research establishment which has concentrated their resources and energies on issues of interest to (straight) males; and

- The Christian Coalition has identified its enemies as those in moral disarray.

The study of successful American social movements indicates that there is a step-by-step process for using enemies to fuel a movement. The first step is to take a stand on a problem; once this occurs, opponents will surface in reaction. Then, a movement needs to use these opponents to strategically bring public attention to the issue or problem. If a group does not take a position and make it public, political opponents will provide their own version of that position before the movement has an opportunity to state its case. Once this occurs, a movement is placed in a defensive position, which is not a safe place if one wants the public to believe in the cause.

Reach out to potential allies among larger enemy groups on an issue-by-issue basis.

Identifying an enemy is important, but that does not mean that all members of the opposition should be considered foes. A movement may need allies among the opposition group when compromises are necessary for making policy strides toward its long-term goals and objectives. Also, by building allies among the enemy, a movement co-opts some of its energy. In addition, reaching out to potential allies allows the movement to seem inclusive rather than exclusive. Inclusiveness can lead to further building and strengthening a power base. Examples of this strategy can be seen in the following:

- The Christian Coalition works with Orthodox Jews to promote the migration of American Jews to Israel and to slow down the immigration of Jews to America; and

- The NBCC works with Republican senators who have taken anti-feminist stands on other issues, but who supported increased funding for breast cancer research.

Deardourff also identifies the need to reach out to potential allies. He argues that child advocates need to consider taking a politically neutral position (we note this is similar to the stance taken by the NBCC) if their goal is to reach out to potential allies. It is this political neutrality that builds alliances with some among the opposition, which in turn leads to making more legislative friends. This is a very important strategy for mobilizing decision makers.

Implications

Leaders of movements not in the children's area point out that while each of the lessons above is important in and of itself, each is also connected to the others. As David Hornbeck wrote in the "Children Achieving" agenda to improve outcomes of the Philadelphia public schools, strategic task 11 is that "we do all of the other 10," and as Doug Nelson said about system reform, "it isn’t that we have tried it and found it wanting, it is that we have never fully tried it." A key lesson for public will work in the children and family policy arena, based on review of effective campaigns in other arenas, is that changing behaviors to improve outcomes requires fully comprehensive public will work. Fully comprehensive strategies in the children and family policy area have been hard to come by.

It is fairly easy to see how some of the separate elements of effective public will work reinforce each other. For example, clear goals and benchmarks of progress make it easier to recognize the successes that are strategic to celebrate. This interconnectedness essentially argues that each of the ingredients that make up a successful movement do not serve a purpose in and of themselves; instead, they build on each other in a specific manner that maximizes overall public will efforts.
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Consistencies and Inconsistencies Between Child Advocates’ Thinking and the Common Strategies of Successful Campaigns Not in the Children’s Arena

As noted above, and not surprisingly, there are many consistencies between the common elements of the successful public will efforts we reviewed (the NRA, the CC, the NRA, and AIDS activism) and what child advocates are beginning to identify based on their study of American social movements. In summary, they all view the following strategies as very important:

• Seeking outcomes which are clear, concrete and specifically focused;
• Developing a unifying message which connects interests to each constituent’s perceptions of him/herself as an American through values like fairness, individual responsibility and community;
• Emphasizing local organizing; and
• Identifying an enemy against which a movement can rally.

Clearly, however, public will work in the children’s area does not meet the standards that the above lessons imply: we are not clear about the specific set of outcomes we want to achieve; we have not divided our outcomes into little winnable pieces whose accomplishments can be celebrated; our local efforts are fragmented; we have not tied the desired outcomes to a set of values salient for our audiences; and we haven’t established revenue-generation strategies. Thus, while many in the field are highly focused and clear about the behaviors that need to be changed to improve particular outcomes, our public will strategies are not usually coordinated at a national, state or grassroots level.

The next chapter describes the landscape in the children’s area with respect to current and proposed public will work among foundations and organizations. It reinforces the discrepancies between what an overall, effective public will campaign might look like and what we are currently doing in the field, but it also describes some very promising work on which to build.

IV. LANDSCAPE OF PUBLIC WILL WORK IN THE CHILDREN’S AREA — FOUNDATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS

This chapter describes the landscape of activities by foundations and organizations on creating the public will to engage the policy elite and citizens on behalf of children. This information was based on phone interviews with numerous individuals, as noted in the appendix. In addition, web pages and printed materials were reviewed.

The first subsection describes current and planned activities of foundations and organizations related to public will work (either within an ongoing initiative or as a separate effort). The second subsection summarizes some of the learnings to date from these activities; the last subsection provides a discussion of opportunities for collaboration and investment based on interviews.

Landscape — Foundations

Foundations are grouped into two categories. The first group includes foundations that have done some work in the broad area of public will; some of these foundations are also exploring additional investments, as noted. Most of the foundations with whom we spoke fall into this group. The second category includes the three foundations with whom we spoke who have incorporated public will work into all, or nearly all, of their efforts to improve outcomes.

* Generally we interviewed both the communications official and relevant program officials at each foundation. Thus, descriptions reflect both these perspectives.

* These were selected in collaboration with the Annie E. Casey Foundation as being among the most likely to do relevant work in the children and family policy arena.
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The first category includes:

- Carnegie Corporation has been the driving force behind two major efforts: The Child Care Action Campaign/Communications Consortium effort and the new Carnegie Corporation/AT&T/ Families and Work Institute/Rob Reiner effort — In the First Place — a national public awareness campaign on the first three years of life.

- The Ford Foundation has used innovative communication/building constituency strategies in a few key areas: improving diversity in higher education, community economic development and child care. They are currently discussing issues relating to appropriate audience and dissemination mechanisms for much of their urban poverty work.

- Foundation for Child Development has supported many organizations which are either child advocates or are trying to increase the base of knowledge useful to child advocates, e.g., Center for Budget and Policy Priorities and CLASP, to name just a few. Under the direction of the new president, they are currently in the process of exploring a broader set of investments in the area of creating the public will to invest in children.

- The Heritage Foundation's public will efforts target congressional and White House policy makers by synthesizing macro level data and publishing legislative briefings around family policies. The foundation is also beginning to target human service practitioners who hold traditional values, and the academic research community. The primary messages of Heritage seek to affect family and community breakdown resulting from divorce, separation and cohabitation.

- The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has used communications and social marketing in a number of their efforts (for example, Tobacco Free Kids, Urban Health Strategies and work on universal health coverage for children). They are exploring two issues: what work should be done nationally to support the local efforts in the Urban Health Initiative; and what public will efforts need to be linked to their potential work on universal health care or universal coverage for children.

- Ewing Kauffman Foundation has used creative communication/building constituency strategies in their current efforts in Kansas City to improve outcomes for children 0-3. They have also just engaged a consultant (Millennium Consulting) to assist them in thinking through how to infuse communications throughout their youth grant making.

- W. K. Kellogg Foundation has used broad communications/building constituency approaches in a number of their efforts: for example, in their Families for Kids initiative, an effort to find permanent homes for those in foster care; and in Middle Start, an effort to involve a broad set of stakeholders in the lives of students during the middle grades. In addition, the message of Bill Richardson, the president of the foundation, in the most recent annual report delineates an interest in breaking down divisiveness between groups and creating more unified responses and solutions to our nation's problems. The foundation is exploring this area.

- The Markle Foundation is involved in developing and assessing the efficacy of new communication strategies (games — such as SimHealth and multi-user games on the Internet) to help the public better understand difficult social issues (health care crisis and the budget deficit problem).

Historically, they have been one of the few foundations to support segmentation research, a sophisticated technique often used in marketing research to understand the relationships between the attitudes, actions and life circumstances of various groups within the public. Segmentation research aids tremendously in the development of efficacious messages that change behaviors. Because it is expensive work (requiring collection of representative primary data) it is seldom used to support public will work on behalf of public policy agenda.
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- Charles Stewart Mott Foundation has historically invested considerable resources in children, poverty, education and welfare reform. The president, Bill White, has just written an annual report which addresses the need to develop new strategies to engage the public on behalf of this nation's social problems. Communications officials at Mott are keenly interested in the role that communications plays in social change, and are considering work in this area (not necessarily focused on children and family issues).

- The David and Lucile Packard Foundation has supported some major public will work: The Benton Foundation/Ad Council work; and work on next generation advocacy which includes support of the Children's Partnership and two Wingspread conferences. These conferences, which the Annie E. Casey Foundation staff attended, focused on building a constituency, and perhaps a social movement, to improve outcomes for children.

Packard board and staff are in the middle of a major strategic planning process, triggered by a substantial increase in foundation assets. Staff have suggested to the board that building public will on behalf of children be one of the areas of substantially increased investment over the next several years. Over the next several months, they are to be exploring additional investment options.

- The Pew Charitable Trusts has civic engagement as one of their major thrusts. They continue to consider new strategies in which to invest under this broad rubric. In addition, they are have done some research and are considering publishing a monograph on creating the public and political will in support of child care.

Finally, there are a set of foundations that have built innovative communication activities and building constituency efforts into almost every bit of work that they do.

- The Benton Foundation is an operating foundation with interest in new technologies and the media. It has been willing to use the children's area as a laboratory. Through its work with the Coalition for America's Children, it is in the process of testing innovative technological approaches to building awareness and understanding about numerous children's issues. It is also involved with the Ad Council, creating actionable steps (with further educational activities) emanating from their children's campaign. The Benton Foundation has also co-sponsored conferences to bring specific techniques and research about how the media affects people's perceptions of policy and social issues, and has been working with other foundations and children's advocates to establish an agenda for children on the order of the Contract for America.

- The California Wellness Foundation builds into every major agenda broad efforts to affect the opinions of the public and the policy elite. It funds substantial communications efforts (and survey efforts to support and assess them) in each of its major areas of emphasis, for example in their adolescent pregnancy prevention and violence prevention initiatives. Their efforts focus on affecting the opinions of the policy elite and the general public; furthermore, they have creatively used the opinions of the general public, emanating from key polls, as key points in their arguments to the policy elite.

In their violence prevention work, they commissioned Martin and Glantz to develop a strategy to inform the state legislature about the value of gun safety legislation, as part of an overall strategy to reposition violence as a public health issue. Martin and Glantz identified 10,000 people in California who had access to state legislators and constituencies of their own (e.g., local ministers).

* In addition to the increase in assets (and the concomitant increase in grants to be paid), they are also in the process of developing a plan for how to allocate 30 million dollars annually that Mr. Packard would distribute according to his wishes.
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The public will work involved providing information to these 10,000 “opinion shapers” in forms that they could then use to make arguments to their constituencies and contacts. This work went on simultaneously with the other components of the Violence Prevention Initiative, including support to community driven anti-violence strategies, development of technical assistance capacity, internships and other forums for the involvement of academics and evaluation.

It is interesting to note that one thing not done yet is to provide the direct expertise of Martin and Glantz to the communities, so that even in this very comprehensive approach there are still additional ways to embed public will work more completely into the initiative.

- The Henry Kaiser Family Foundation concerns itself with changing public opinion about health care issues broadly defined. While much but not all of their work focuses on affecting the opinions of the policy elite, some of their work involves affecting the attitudes of the public more broadly defined. They have creatively used media partnerships with the print media and the entertainment industry, to name just a few. Fascinating efforts include: myth debunking through the Washington Post/Kaiser partnership; a new effort to encourage parents to talk with their children about sensitive personal issues; and various media partnerships with the entertainment industry.

Chart IV.1 summarizes the interests and major activities of foundations as they relate to public will work.

Other Characteristics of the Foundation Landscape with Regards to Public Will Work

The foundations with whom we spoke vary on other dimensions related to their activity around creating the public will in support of children: national/local focus; target audience; and behavior to be affected.

- Foundations vary a lot in terms of their local versus national focus. However, even those with a local focus are concerned about setting the stage at a national level to support policy or other changes required to achieve outcomes for local communities or in place-based initiatives.

- While the target audience of these efforts varies, the vast majority are targeted to the policy elite with fewer efforts targeted on the public.

- Not surprisingly given the different areas in which each foundation works, the behaviors to be affected are not concentrated in any one area. Thus, current public will work is “all over the board”, despite the fact that each contributes to affecting the well-being of children.

Landscape — Organizations

Chart IV.2 delineates the multitude of organizations that work in the area of affecting opinions relating to children. The chart indicates their major efforts in the children’s area. It illustrates those involved in: policy analyses (and whether the primary target audience is the policy elite or the public); primary data collection through polling or focus group work; the creation or implementation of media and or public relations campaigns; and whether the organization is a membership organization.

The landscape includes the following characteristics:

- Communities and some funders believe there is a dearth of media specialists or other technical assistance to aid local efforts. Our scan suggests that this is not the case. The task is to link qualified specialists (with social policy experience) with local efforts.

- While there are many organizations in the field, there is little organization among them. This contributes to the sense that there are too many simultaneous messages and advocacy efforts on behalf of children and families.
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- Very few of the organizations we reviewed have local affiliates or are umbrella or membership organizations that could drive development of a grassroots effort. Exceptions are the Children's Defense Fund, with a few local affiliates, the Coalition of America's Children and National Association of Child Advocates.

- Among the groups we interviewed, most focus their public will work on policy elites, not the general public or individuals in their roles as parents. Exceptions are the Children's Defense Fund, the Ad Council, Children Now, Child Care Action Campaign and conservative organizations including the Family Research Council, the Hudson Institute and Capital Research Group.

Learnings Based on Interviews
Below are some key learnings that emerged from interviews with the above foundations and organizations:

- Importance of public will work generally
  - Many foundations have come to the realization that garnering the support of the public (creating public will) is a critical component of any attempt to improve outcomes for children. It is as important as and perhaps more important than any particular programmatic strategy.
  - Public awareness efforts by themselves are not sufficient to make a difference; they must be linked to actionable steps that can be taken either by the policy elite or the general public.
  - While many foundations have a local interest or are concerned with effecting public will at the local level, they see a need for national strategies.

- Salience of particular children's issues
  - Recent polling suggests that children and the children's agenda are higher on the radar screens of the American public than they were two or four years ago. Yet, interest and concerns of the public are diffuse and are not localized in any one particular area.
  - At the same time, other work suggests that education is a "hot button" topic. Education is seen as a safe children's issue, because it has to do with issues outside the home, where we as a society have already acknowledged a public responsibility for outcomes. There is some evidence that the American public is less interested in accepting a public responsibility for children's outcomes that would involve any kind of interference or involvement inside the home.
  - There is not consensus in the field about the ways in which to communicate with interested individuals in a way that will garner their support on behalf of children. Child care advocates believe it is essential to tie child care issues to other domestic agendas. Stan Greenberg and others believe that the agenda must speak to the needs of working parents and parental control. (That is, to talk about supporting parents in their role as parents rather than children's entitlements.) Staff of the Benton Foundation believe that we must talk directly about children.
  - A key emerging insight has to do with the willingness of the field to talk about the values that underlie our strategies for children. Many believe that we do not have the value set, or have not articulated our value set, in a way that permits us to talk to people as individuals, parents and citizens in ways that are consistent with the desired action.
  - The exception are organizations with a conservative or explicitly Christian agenda for children. They are candid and clear about the value set that permits them to link desired results (behaviors to be changed) with actions that people take as individuals, family members, citizens and voters.
  - Across numerous efforts, there is a tremendous need to break down the myth about the intractability of the problem. Data especially from public opinion polls can be extremely helpful in identifying myths that needed to be debunked.
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Strategies

- Much of the policy work (and communication efforts) of foundations and organizations concerned with improving outcomes for children has focused on engaging the policy elite, and not on engaging a broad constituency of parents and families who could articulate to legislators their concern for this population. The focus on the policy elite is a special concern in light of the fact that legislators comment that children's issues do not have a broad base of active proponents at the local level. Based on this learning, many are calling for a next generation advocacy, which focuses equal attention on building broad constituencies of families as well as affecting the policy elite. Conservative organizations that deal with children's issues, such as the Christian Coalition, the Heritage Foundation, the Family Research Coalition and Capital Research Center, are more attuned to engaging the public directly on policy issues.

- In some instances, there are learnings to illustrate how data on the opinions of parents and families have been critical in attempting to affect the opinions of policy elite. For example, the California Wellness Foundation collected and shared information with policymakers about parental opinion on access to pregnancy prevention education beyond abstinence and access to contraception. Similarly, the Children's Initiative in Minnesota commissioned a statewide survey to gauge interest in family centers. Results were used to help convince the state legislature to create support for expansion of family centers beyond pilot communities.

- One or two foundations have quite strategically engaged media partners from the outset. The presence of these media partnerships has provided a multitude of benefits, including providing the foundations with natural distribution mechanisms.

- A few foundations have recognized that effective engagement concepts involve entertainment, games, etc. For this reason, some foundations have developed communication strategies that involve the entertainment industry, multi-user games on the Internet, and computer games that can be played by an individual.

- The work that has been done to date often is based on simple segmentation strategies, using gender, ethnic and parental status only. Segmentation models of the kind common to commercial marketing or product development has very seldom been attempted, in part because few funders recognize its value given its cost.

Identification of Gaps in Public Will Work

During these interviews, foundations and organizations were eager to identify critical gaps that might point to areas of potential investment by the field. We queried them as to what they considered as the biggest gaps in our understanding and probed them about six areas (indicated in bold below). In general, most of the foundations and organizations queried believed that we started with a good list of major gaps. However, they made some modifications and additions as outlined below.

- Lack of clarity around children and policies being promoted. While they agreed with this point, they felt that equally important was the lack of clearly defined actionable steps.

- A dearth of language and insights that fit with particular segments of the public and therefore can be used to shape public will messages. Almost all interviewed agreed that this was a serious issue worthy of investment.

- A dearth of readily accessible tools and communication strategies. Many argued that once the work on messages has been completed, the work on tools will follow.
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- **A dearth of appropriate technical assistance.**
  Most did not concern themselves with this. They felt the issue was linking social policy analysts and child advocates with organizations that create communication and public relations campaigns and have worked in the social policy arena.

- **A dearth of tracking information to understanding the effectiveness of current public will efforts.** While many saw this as a gap, most were not investing in this strategy unless their communications effort was major. Nevertheless, many supported the notion that KIDS COUNT might track some attitudinal markers.

- **A dearth of fully developed data-based strategies to make compelling arguments.** This did not receive much support. However, many commented on the need to take wonderful policy work of progressive policy organizations (like the Center for Budget and Social Policy) and cast findings in ways that link to the values and concerns of the public.

- **An articulation of values that connect what we want to do with a set of fundamental American values.** This was suggested by one organization, The Children's Partnership, and goes to the heart of our problem with a message. We have not figured out a way to communicate with individuals about actions we want them to take as individuals, parents, and citizens in a way which is consistent with fundamental values that they hold.

- **A lack of understanding of attitudinal barriers or negative associations that stand in the way of action.**

- **A lack of an understanding of how media shapes public opinion.** According to one operating foundation, those who are doing the investing do not realize that without campaign finance reform, the big spenders on campaigns saturate the media. Children and children's advocates are small pawns in a much larger game. Foundations need to work together to attack this problem. They need to see communications as a strategy way beyond the support of their individual efforts and work together in new ways on this issue.

- **A need to better understand the interconnectedness of community building, service learning, volunteerism, public will and civic engagement.**

**Identification of Opportunities**

Finally, based on the interviews with other foundations, there are considerable opportunities for collaboration between foundations:

- Many foundations voiced an interest in knowing the results of the work reported in this progress report.

- The Foundation for Child Development voiced an interest in convening foundations around issues related to creating the public will to invest in children.

- Several major foundations are exploring how to invest in this area. At the same time, they identified a set of gaps consistent with gaps identified here. For this reason, there may be an ability to convene five to ten foundations and develop a foundation collaboration around this area similar to the Annie E Casey Foundation-led Assessment of Devolution and the collaborative of foundations interested in violence prevention. Potential participants are: David and Lucille Packard, Robert Wood Johnson, W. K. Kellogg, Ewing Kauffman, Ford, Charles Stewart Mott, Foundation for Child Development, and perhaps Carnegie and AT&T. Because of their experience, Kaiser and California Wellness might also be part of the group though their agenda in the public will area is more fully developed at this point.

**V. LANDSCAPE — MESSAGES**

This section of the progress report pulls out some of the key points that relate specifically to the development of messages to support public will work in the children and family policy arena. It draws from our interviews with foundations and organizations, from our review of effective campaigns outside the children's area, and from experience of the authors in marketing research and advertising, as well as social policy.

*Bolded items were used as probes. Items not bolded were suggested by interviewees.*
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Obviously, efficacious messages are a critical component of strategies that change behaviors. As a field, on the one hand we have not paid enough attention to the development of messages that change behaviors, and on the other, we have acted as though we expect good messages alone to move our agenda forward.

Message development is difficult for two reasons:

- First, we can’t even work on good messages until we know the behaviors we are trying to change and therefore, the audience to be addressed; and

- Messages about children and family issues are intertwined in ways we don’t fully understand with values and beliefs about race and racism, the role of government, equity and religion.

As noted in the framework section, good messages have to be embedded in comprehensive strategies to improve outcomes for children and families, not just in advertising or published materials but in our policy-setting, system reform, programming, daily advocacy and even our thinking about our work. Further, it seems increasingly clear that the language used by children’s advocates and policymakers who support collective responsibility for children (a progressive agenda) alienates many who otherwise support the well-being of children.

Thus, public will work requires serious and sophisticated work on language and messages. At a minimum, good messages for public will work have to satisfy several tough tests:*

- Effective messages must be heard by the intended audience given many other similar and competing messages about the same issue, as well as the multitude of messages on other topics (which may be much more important to the audience). In advertising language, they must cut through the “noise”.

- Effective messages must resonate with what the audience already knows or believes, or give sufficient reasons for the audience to question what they know or believe.

- To promote change, effective messages must be targeted to where the audience is with respect to that change, and aimed at moving them further on a continuum.

- They must be understandable to the target audience. Unclear messages get lost in the noise. Even worse, they are heard but reinterpreted in unproductive or counterproductive ways. For example, unclear messages about family support have caused some audiences to equate family support with big government or socialism.

- They must be “framed” correctly. Framing refers to the way an idea is presented. For example, advocates often personalize a story to help people identify with the issue or problem being presented (e.g., need for child care). Research supported and disseminated by the Benton Foundation and others indicates that people tend to blame the victim when messages are framed this way, seeing the problem as individual rather than social and therefore requiring a collective solution.

- They must provide resolution — that is, a next step, specific action or way of thinking that allows the audience to discharge whatever anxiety, discomfort or excitement the message generates.

In addition, effective messages often include some information or insight that helps the targeted audience counter the most likely opposition to the message, and they make it very easy for targeted audiences to see themselves reflected in some way so they know the message is for them.

Great messages have three other characteristics:

- They move people to act even without a great deal of programmatic, organizing or other kinds of support;

- As noted earlier, they resonate with both committed and swing audiences; and

- They have “legs” — that is, the insight or core of the message lends itself to broad use and use over time; there are many ways to tweak, expand

* This list is based on the current review of the field as well as the author’s experience in marketing research and advertising development.
or represent the message so it continues to be fresh and compelling. Generally, messages with legs are based on powerful consumer insights or concepts that really capture the heart of an issue.

As these characteristics indicate, it is very hard to develop messages that meet even the minimum tests to change behavior. Great messages require even more research, expertise, creativity and luck. Further, even the best developed messages in the children’s area are not embedded in comprehensive strategies on the order of those used to change smoking or seat belt behavior, or even to encourage adolescents to use deodorant or shave. So it should not be surprising that there are few (some say no) truly successful examples of message-based behavior change in the children’s arena, though there are many examples of interesting or arresting messages.

Chart V.1 illustrates a sampling of messages currently being used to support public will efforts in the children’s area. Information is taken from materials prepared for public will work purposes, and thus, overrepresents broad public messages (in comparison to internal messages used in discussion or working papers).

The first column shows the sponsoring or disseminating organization or effort. The second and third columns display the message and what is known about insights that underlie the message. Information about how the message has been (or will be) used are in the last column.

Our review suggests the landscape in the area of message development has the following characteristics:

- There are multiple and simultaneous messages about how to improve outcomes for children and their families. There is general agreement in the field that these messages are not creating a cumulative effect on behaviors, though there is no evidence to support or refute this belief. In fact, several experts (Blendon, the Ad Council, Glantz) believe that the noise created by the children’s field itself is among the chief barriers to behavioral change.

For example, in Connecticut right now, public will efforts are disseminating messages through a variety of channels and strategies about educational reform; community school readiness; children’s outcomes generally; adolescent outcomes; early childhood programming and pre-school; access to health care; and educational equity. Messages and strategies are uncoordinated, although there are a number of state and local collaborations working on each of these issues.

- There are competing messages about how to improve outcomes for children and families. There is no agreement about the right message content to reach individuals, as noted in the last section. For example, some people believe we should talk about investing in children as a moral imperative, out of self-interest, as an investment in the future, as a critical strategy to empower parents, etc. Part of the dilemma is that the field sometimes acts as though audiences are monolithic, and a single message will suffice.

- Some of these differences also reflect genuine ideological differences of opinion. For example, messages of conservative Christian organizations reinforce the danger of allowing government to interfere or limit parental rights over their children. Polling and survey work (Lake, others) indicates that messages aimed at creating a greater collective responsibility for children’s outcomes, particularly for very young children before they enter school, are also perceived as supporting a greater role for government in family life.

- A connected finding is that many current messages do not make clear the values or ideologies that underlie them. Our interviews suggest that this is to make messages as broadly applicable as possible. Good marketing suggests, however, that more targeted messages that clearly tell the audience whether or not they are being addressed are more effective.
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In the absence of this clarity, audiences use "code words" to identify the source or motivation behind messages, so they can decide if the message is for them. Codes include "family values" for privacy, individuality and/or the far right, "collective or public action" for liberal, progressive and/or big government, "poor or at-risk" for people of color, or more specifically, African Americans, and so on. These associations have become so powerful, in CAPD's opinion, that the original meaning of these words has been lost, making it very difficult for message developers to co-opt or expand their use to draw in new audiences.

A number of messages have been crafted to improve outcomes by changing the behaviors of those most at risk or caretakers of those most at risk (to increase rates and timeliness of immunization, to improve contraceptive use, support abstinence or otherwise change the sexual behavior of adolescents, to encourage parents to read to their children, come to school or monitor their child's exposure to drugs, or to take advantage of available public services).

Messages are used in strategies to inform and move people to action, often as part of broad public campaigns. The Children's Defense Fund and the Advertising Council have developed and disseminated a number of messages of these kinds, as have many public agencies.

These messages are often based on focus group and survey work to identify the attitudes and behaviors of the targeted population, and to test concepts, language and various ways of framing or executing the message. It would be very useful to the field to have access to the often sophisticated research that is used in development of these messages. As part of the work reported here, we have accumulated a starting list of primary data collection that could be mined further.

According to some experts, a concern is that messages targeted directly to those most at risk of poor outcomes have, over time, reinforced ideas among the non-targeted population that certain kinds of people (adolescents, people of color, poor people) are less informed about appropriate behavior than others and/or are more likely to make poor choices or to exhibit inappropriate individual responsibility.

- People doing public will work point to some messages that have stimulated their intended actions. Two examples are the messages developed for the California Wellness Violence Prevention Initiative, which have elicited policy and legislative support for gun safety legislation, and the recent campaign jointly developed by the Ad Council and the Benton Foundation, which has stimulated more than 30,000 calls for follow-up materials or wanting to know more about volunteer opportunities. People involved with these efforts are aware of the limitations and next steps necessary to fully realize their goals. But in terms of messages, they believe the messages in place do achieve their short-term aims.

As with the messages above, these were developed from focus groups, surveys, concept development and other steps (e.g., pre-tests) whose results could be quite useful to the field.

For example, according to one of its developers, the message developed for the California Wellness Violence Prevention work was based on the insight that people need to support public gun safety policy to protect themselves from "armed children" who are becoming increasingly violent. According to its developers, the insight that underlies the Who's For Kids and Who's Just Kidding campaign and its associated messages is that people are moved to support individuals who are trying to help themselves against social odds they can't control. Both of these messages resonated with large numbers of people from very different social, educational, racial and political backgrounds, and thus, they need to be considered as potentially unifying messages.
At the same time, both messages represent and reinforce the idea that society is polarized and that some members of society are more deserving of help than others. The message developers didn't make this up, in fact, they found that this is one of the core beliefs that unites very different people, which explains its value for public will work. However, as was noted above, reinforcing this message makes it that much harder to overcome it should the field want to (or find it useful to) develop messages with an opposing view, for example, to support universal rather than targeted supports for families and children.

Beyond these specific findings, there are two other points we would like to mention. The first has to do with values, and the second with race and racism.

Values That Underlay Message Development
As noted in the previous chapter, the Children's Partnership is among the organizations calling for the children and family policy field to link its public will work and, specifically, its message development, more directly to values that people hold. This is certainly one of the basic tenets adhered to by professional marketers in the private sector. Nearly every advertising strategy for personal care products, for example, begins with extensive focus group work to identify the values that people hold around issues like health and hygiene, self-esteem and/or parenting, depending on the product. This is because marketers recognize that people act in accordance with their values, and, further, they pick out messages from "noise" that are most closely aligned with the values they hold.

In the children and family policy area, we have been slow to adopt similar strategies both in policy development and message development. As noted above, it appears that people have kept core values implicit, rather than explicit, in our work to avoid alienating people unnecessarily.

However, CAPD believes there are several other reasons why we as a field have been so reluctant to declare our values. These reasons include:

- People in the field assume that others share similar values.
- Discussions about values raise issues about personal religious and spiritual beliefs, race and racism, and political ideology that are often uncomfortable to discuss openly.
- Those in the field with a progressive or liberal agenda are reluctant to declare themselves liberals or progressives, given current anti-liberal sentiment.

CAPD believes it is important to address these issues in order to develop more effective public will work. Ambiguity about the link between policies and values shows up in our messages, and to some extent, in the policies we promote. For example, there is no consistency in the field about whether or not to promote universal or targeted supports of various kinds. While this decision has practical implications, it also links to values about fairness, individual and collective responsibility, whether or not children have individual rights, etc. While we would not argue to declare values explicitly without further testing, we would certainly argue that we should make it easier for people who share the same values to recognize policies that build from them.

Further, it seems clear that the field has genuine disagreements based on differences in values. The better we understand them, the better we can speak to audiences, including those who share the same ambiguities or differences of opinion.

Race and Racism as They Apply to Public Will Work
Race and racism are considered in a lot of the message development work that is done. For example, the field tests messages on different racial groups, it recognizes that some of the unwillingness of the broad American public to support investments in improving children's outcomes reflects racist attitudes and misperceptions about who will benefit from those supports, etc. However, there are other ways in which race and racism might be better reflected in our public will work.
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- As a field, the children and family policy arena does not usually include racism, or more specifically, institutional racism, as an explicit part of the diagnosis about poor outcomes, in comparison to work on environmental racism or economic equity, for example. Because we don’t do that, our proposed policies generally do not reflect strategies to address institutional racism as a part of the solution.

- One’s theory about what it takes to change behaviors is based on part on life experiences. Beliefs about confrontation, how systems work, how resources are allocated, who has power and what it takes to alter it, and whether or not working within current systems is effective are often linked to life experiences related to race and racism. Cultural competence in message development should likely consider these issues more fully.

- There is a growing interest in the children and family policy field in sharing evidence about what works as a way of convincing people at the individual and policy level that there are strategies worth implementing. One’s belief in the credence of certain kinds of evidence reflects one’s ideas about how the world works, and, as noted above, this may be linked to racial experiences in ways that the children and policy field doesn’t recognize or capture well in its messages.

- Understandings about white privilege, denial and internalized oppression are of course central to anti-racism work but not usually reflected in our messages about children and family outcomes. For example, literature about race and racism talks about “white culture” as a distinct form of culture seldom recognized by white people, but nearly always recognized by people of color. One aspect of white culture, reflecting white privilege, is the belief of many white people that America is a meritocracy; that is, good outcomes are more the result of hard work and good decision making than luck or the circumstances of one’s birth.

Because white culture is the predominant culture in America, white people generally don’t question this belief, or necessarily recognize how it affects their values about children and families.

An important advance in our public will work would be to understand more about this and other implicit values in white culture, as part of our development of messages aimed at changing behaviors of white people, including many key policymakers and individuals.

VI. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

This section of the progress report summarizes briefly the key findings from our review of public will work outside the children’s arena and the landscape of public will work within the children’s arena, and highlights some of the implications of those findings for next steps.

Landscape and State of the Art

- There are several examples of public will work outside the children’s arena that illustrate the key components of a comprehensive strategy to mobilize public support to improve specific outcomes. Further, lessons from these efforts show how to put an issue on the “front-burner”, how to mobilize committed but not previously active supporters, how to draw in “swing voters” or those on the fence about an issue, and how to create support for additional investments. Major components of this kind of effective public will work include:

  - a clear and disciplined focus on the outcomes to be achieved and the behaviors necessary to achieve them;
  - effective grassroots organizing, including meticulous follow-through; and
  - specific kinds of message development and communication strategies embedded throughout the work.

- There are also some conceptual frameworks that can provide a template for how to think about public will work. For example, a framework discussed in this report — social marketing broadly defined — emphasizes:

  - that the consumer (and not the policymaker) is the ultimate decision maker about whether a policy will be adopted;
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- that the end goal of public will work is to change behaviors (to create action), not just to inform or educate; and
- that there are a host of intervening behaviors and conditions to be changed to affect the final outcome.
- There are considerable technical resources in and outside of the children and family policy field with expertise in message development, communication strategies and policy analyses which can be tapped to aid in development of more comprehensive public will strategies.
- Communication people within foundations often have a broad conception of their work, recognizing that communication is itself a programmatic strategy that needs to be part of an effort to improve outcomes. This perspective is not always respected by programmatic staff.
- Within the children and family policy arena, there are examples of initiatives that have moved toward a more comprehensive approach to public will work. Examples we reviewed include teen pregnancy and violence prevention initiatives supported by the California Wellness Foundation and some of the health care work sponsored by the Henry Kaiser Family Foundation. Though we did not review it here, it should be noted that the Education Reform work in Kentucky, starting with work of the Pritchard Committee and the Annie E. Casey Foundation, is another example with lessons for the field. These efforts are distinguished in part by the way in which communication is considered a programmatic strategy integral to achieving the desired outcomes.
- The children and policy field is quite interested right now in exploring how best to do its public will work. For example, concurrent with work reported here, other people are also looking at social movements to glean critical elements of comprehensive public will strategies that achieve their intended outcomes. Through this work, the field is getting a better understanding of what to do.
- Further, discussions are taking place within foundations and organizations, at Wingspread, through conferences sponsored by the Benton Foundation and elsewhere to refine our thinking in this area and begin to develop a collaborative sense of next steps. The fact that consistent lessons are emerging from so many different directions should give us some confidence in its validity.
- There are many different people doing pieces of public will work, but we could do much more sharing, collaboration or even arguing with each other to advance the state of the art in the field.
- There is a great deal of separate message development work, but not much sharing of underlying insights and learnings from primary data collection (surveys, polls, focus groups) so others can benefit and perhaps glean new or different insights; and
- There are many separate public will campaigns around specific children and family issues, but, except in the child care area, no attempt to coordinate them nationally or around a more comprehensive strategy.
- In the children and family policy arena, we are generally not doing our work cumulatively, so that each initiative, project or public will effort contributes in its own way but also, where possible, adds to a coherent whole. This is true of our work in school readiness, health care and family support. An exception has been work funded by the Ford Foundation and others in the child care arena.
- Because of this, some experts believe the field’s public will work contributes to the multiple and simultaneous messages in a given community and nationally about children’s well-being. There is no evidence to suggest this work is creating cumulative effects on people’s attitudes or behaviors toward child well-being, suggesting missed opportunities.
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- Even with this interest and all of the potential resources, as a field, we generally do not implement initiatives that embed within them all of the public will work other campaigns have found necessary to create measurable changes in key outcomes. Looking across most initiatives and the field as a whole,
  - we have not developed concise messages about what we want to achieve or the behaviors necessary to achieve them;
  - we haven't broken our outcomes into smaller goals to keep us focused and enable us to celebrate successes;
  - we have not done enough work to link values to strategies, to make sure we are talking about what people really care about in ways that resonat for them;
  - with some exceptions, we are not doing sophisticated segmentation and targeting work; and
  - we have not built effective local grassroots networks of people who care desperately about the issues, and who are trained and mobilized to act.

- Further, as a field, we have not been particularly effective in engaging parents as citizens to support investments in improving outcomes for children. We haven't created an effective grassroots movement, nor mobilized a broad constituency.

Implications

- This area is one where the field can learn a lot from each other and from others doing similar work. Grantees, foundations, technical assistance providers and policymakers have a lot to learn both from their peers, and from those in other spheres of the work.
- There is a kind of chicken and egg dilemma about furthering this work. On the one hand, good public will work relies on knowing the behaviors to be changed and the specific audiences who must be targeted to create the necessary changes. At the same time, we believe it is possible to do some basic research development work on issues that underlie behaviors that cross several outcomes for children and families. For example, the field would benefit from better definitions and language around values as they related to various policies for children.
- We currently do not have working consensus about a conceptual framework or language to support our public will work — different people in the field are doing similar things but talking about them differently. This suggests that it may be a good moment to develop better ideas and ways of discussing ideas, because so many people in the children and family arena are turning their attention to “public will work” without a lot of preconceived notions about what it is or how best to do it.
- A critical issue is the extent to which key people in the field have not worked through differences about the adequacy of the strategies we propose, and thus, the behaviors that would need to be changed to improve children and family outcomes. As a field, we need to confront ideological differences, look at values, consider whether or not our proposals are reasonable and palatable for those they are intended to benefit. This also suggests we need to be clearer about what we know and where our evidence is really limited.

- Message work needs to deal more thoroughly with the unspoken values, race and racism, ideology and our theories about how to change behaviors. Listening more to consumers on these issues will help us craft better messages, and may also lead to developing policies more in synch with the values people hold.

- Findings also imply that we should treat attempts to outcomes more like political campaigns — paying more attention to notions about core and swing voters, how to shore up our allies and give those on the fence reasons to join us.
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- Looking at findings together indicates that we are not doing our public will work as "smart" as we can. Equally important, findings suggest we are greatly underspending on public will work. In particular, as a field, we seldom help communities find the resources necessary to embed effective public will work fully into their work to improve outcomes.

- At a national level, a good standard to measure the level of investment required would be the magnitude of effort and resources required by the Christian Coalition, the National Rifle Association, AIDS activists and the National Breast Cancer Coalition to achieve their intended outcomes.

VII. POTENTIAL NEXT STEPS

This section provides CAPD's early thinking about investments that foundations could make to advance the state of the art in public will work, and to use public will work more effectively to support improved outcomes for children and families. The first section presents ideas that a group of foundations could work on together. The second shares some thoughts about how an individual foundation might develop a unique niche in public will work, if it so chose.

Potential Areas of Foundation Investment, Including Cross-Foundation Collaborations

- Embed public will thinking and work into place-based strategies and initiatives.
  - Immediate or short-term options:
    - Help communities and collaborative planning and implementation groups analyze their public will needs from a social marketing/public will framework: help them develop clarity about outcomes to be achieved, behaviors required to achieve them, audiences to be influenced and potential influence strategies.
    - Set realistic budgets and help communities fund necessary social marketing/public will work once the behaviors to be changed have been identified.
    - Convene grantees as well as relevant local foundations within a given geographic area to work together on these issues.
  - Provide opportunities and funding for peer groups (parents, legislators, etc.) to work together across communities, particularly communities within the same state.
  - Long-term options:
    - To the extent possible, provide support for the development and maintenance of local grass-roots organizing capacity as both a part of and a legacy from place-based strategies that foundations support. Consider providing access to expertise from other effective campaigns, leadership development and grant making, funds for child care, travel, software, hardware, mailing and related out-of-pocket expenses, and access and links to Internet aided organizing efforts.

- Develop cross-foundation work to support setting the stage for broad improvements in children's outcomes at the national level.
  - Immediate or short-term options:
    - Establish a consortium of funders, organizations, advocacy groups, communities and others working to improve children and family outcomes who are also exploring additional investments in public will work. Build on partnerships created for Wingspread conferences, including the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Foundation for Child Development, The Ford Foundation, The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, California Wellness Foundation, the Henry Kaiser Family Foundation and perhaps Carnegie and AT&T.
    - Have the consortium identify a few key related children and family supports or outcomes with immediate relevance to work being supported by the foundation community and of concern at the policy level (e.g., tied to devolution of responsibility for children and family outcome at the state level): for example, access to good quality child care as it relates to welfare reform; universal access to medical care for children; school readiness; performance in early grades in school.
Convene foundations and organizations working in this area to reflect on the landscape, review the state of the art and lessons learned and allow them to learn from some of the good work in the field (e.g., from California Wellness).

• Invest in collaborative values clarification, message and language development, and identification of key segments to target based on collaborative analysis about behaviors to be changed. Draw on experienced technical assistance providers and consultants, but also look outside the field for people from a variety of ideological and professional experiences.

One early step might be a meta-analysis of focus group, survey research, polling and other data that individual organizations have already collected to support their own message development work. Once work is collected, it would be useful to have it analyzed from a variety of ideological perspectives, professional and life experiences, and by people from different races.

• Long-term options:

  • Once basic R&D work on values clarification, message and language development has been done to identify key segments and how to address them, translate some of the analysis and proposals developed by the policy field into language that motivates and resonates with the public.

  • Support development of local next generation advocacy which focuses on creating grassroots support and effective grassroots strategies to promote a progressive children’s agenda, using lessons learned from effective campaigns and proposals laid out at Wingspread. (See related point under place-based strategies above.)

  • Support development of a collaborative implementation strategy aimed at improving one key outcome using a social marketing or similar template.

• Develop a cross-site and cross-foundation conference to share ideas with grantees and communities who want to embed public will work into their local initiatives. Communities doing school readiness are one candidate that could apply learnings directly to their work; as are communities committed to system reform to improve child and family outcomes.

Creating a Niche in Public Will Work

In presenting ideas above, we have deliberately not suggested priorities within the list of ideas. Because the field is currently under-invested in this work, it is more important to think of these ideas as a cumulative strategy that should be implemented over time, beginning with the first steps noted above and working through the rest as quickly as funding and knowledge development allows.

While these ideas could be supported by many of the foundations exploring the public will area, we believe that there is a way a single foundation to create a special niche in public will work. A niche development strategy might include the following types of efforts and investments:

  • As noted above, be a lead foundation in embedding new thinking about public will work and social marketing, broadly defined, into all its place-based work;

  • As noted above, be a lead foundation to convene the foundation community, and relevant grantees and thinkers, in supporting and sharing thinking, lessons and new ideas in the field;

  • Create a baseline and track changes in attitudinal markers over time. If appropriate, embed the tracking system in related ongoing measurement work, e.g. KIDS COUNT, a poverty index; social indicators, school readiness indicators, etc.

  • Be a lead foundation to call the question and support work on values, ideologies, race and other “unspoken” as part of both policy and message development. Work with other foundations (e.g., Levi Strauss, the Fetzer Institute, Rockefeller and Carnegie) to develop “safe spaces” and dissemination strategies that will allow this work to reach a wide audience in the children and family policy field.
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- Once this work is far enough along, be a lead foundation to focus on a core set of behaviors to change, at a level of discipline and with the magnitude of effort demonstrated by effective campaigns outside the children's area.

- Create an ongoing forum to share lessons as they are being learned, in a fashion of direct value to communities and others promoting behavior change.

- Help the field, and particularly the foundation community, establish a set of common goals for our public will work, with interim markers of progress, to which we can hold ourselves accountable and which will allow us to celebrate interim success and make mid-course corrections.

- When the work is sufficiently implemented, be among the foundations that support innovative ways of measuring its effectiveness in terms of actual behaviors changed.
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### APPENDIX 1

**Foundation/Organization Interview List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susan Bales</td>
<td>The Benton Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Blank</td>
<td>Program Officer</td>
<td>Foundation for Child Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Blendon</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Clark</td>
<td>Hudson Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamar Datan</td>
<td>The Pew Charitable Trusts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Fagan</td>
<td>Heritage Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Glantz</td>
<td>Martin and Glantz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanna Gomby</td>
<td>Deputy Director</td>
<td>The David &amp; Lucile Packard Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Huberty</td>
<td>Capital Research Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt James</td>
<td>Henry Kaiser Family Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Lake</td>
<td>Director of Communications</td>
<td>W.K. Kellogg Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Larson</td>
<td>Director of Foundation Programs</td>
<td>The David &amp; Lucile Packard Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Light</td>
<td>Communications &amp; Public Policy</td>
<td>The Pew Charitable Trusts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Lipper</td>
<td>Co-Director</td>
<td>Children's Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin McKinney</td>
<td>Youth &amp; Child Development</td>
<td>W.K. Kellogg Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice Molnar</td>
<td>The Ford Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Morrisett</td>
<td>President</td>
<td>The John &amp; Mary R. Markle Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary O'Connell</td>
<td>Communications Officer</td>
<td>The Joyce Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Reisman</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>Child Care Action Campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Rich</td>
<td>Health &amp; Human Services</td>
<td>The Pew Charitable Trusts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ Russell</td>
<td>Urban Health Initiative</td>
<td>R. W. Johnson Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Samelson</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>Charles Stewart Mott Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Spencer</td>
<td>Director of Communications</td>
<td>Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Tarini</td>
<td>Department of Communications</td>
<td>R. W. Johnson Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayle Wilson</td>
<td>The California Wellness Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene R. Wilson</td>
<td>Youth Development</td>
<td>Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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